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efecto LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Identify the theoretical link between (user-driven) design (previous 
knowledge) and value proposition development process; Perform the 

systematic value proposition design process



efecto

ARTICLE 
PREREADING

Töytäri, P. (2018). “Selling 
solutions by selling value” in 
“Practices and tools for 
servitization.” 

• What did you learn by reading 
the article?

• Discuss the article in your 
breakout room for a few 
minutes

• Prepare to share your 
thoughts



efecto

EXAMPLES of value communication



efecto THE IMPACT OF DIGITALIZATION AND 
AUTOMATION ON PRODUCTIVITYCASE SANDVIK



efectoCASE NIKE



efecto VALUE COMMUNICATION EXAMPLECASE
OUTOTEC
FLOTATION

VALUE OF EXTRACTED METAL
VALUE OF EXTRACTED METAL

EXISTING PROCESS NEW PROCESS

ENERGY COSTENERGY COST

MAINTENANCE COST
MAINTENANCE COST

Increase of copper 
recovery by 1% 

equals to of 
2Meur increase 
of sales revenues

50 % energy 
decrease equals 

to 100keur 
decrease of 
utility cost

50% life time
decrease equals to 
50keur saving of  

maintenance 
expenditure  



efecto DISCUSSION

Spend few minutes by analyzing these value communication examples 
and post your findings through chat:

• What are the building blocks of value communication?

We will then jointly come up to a definition of a value proposition



efecto



efecto

WHAT is value?



efecto VALUE IS AT THE HEART OF BM
Key ActivitiesKey Partners Value Proposition Customer 

relationships
Customer 
segments

Key Resources Channels

Cost structure Revenue streams
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efecto

VALUE-BASED EXCHANGE

“Value is what I get for what I give”
Zeithaml, 1988



efecto VALUE EXCHANGE

COMPANY CUSTOMER

“Any voluntary decision to 
transact requires that both parties 
perceive value = benefits –
sacrifices > 0”

1

Create value with/for the 
customer

2

Receive a fair share of 
the value created



efecto RESEARCH AND INNOVATE

“Getting workers and goods 
safely to the right place at 
the right time”

LESS WAITING
Faster transportation than 
with exterior hoists

RESULT:

SHORTER CONSTRUCTION 
TIMEREDUCE DOWNTIME

Maximise availability

CUT ENERGY COSTS
Better energy efficiency than 
with exterior hoists

LESS CONSTRAINTS
Façade of the building can be 
closed sooner for weather 
protection and concurrent 
construction work

CASE KONE
CTU SOLUTIONS



efecto

WHY value?



efecto COMMODITIZATION LEADS TO ZERO PROFIT

INNOVATION COMMODITY

Offering lifecycle

No active 
demand

Commoditization, 
competition on price, 
replacement 
purchases, ...

Active, growing 
demand

EXERCISE How are profitability, buyer/seller power positions changing over time?



efecto

CHALLENGE:

à Need to differentiate by innovating



efectoCASE Siemens



efecto FROM PRODUCTS TO SERVICES

“SKF, a bearing manufacturer, has integrated value-
added services like condition-based maintenance 
effectively into its wind solution, thus transitioning from 
a traditional bearing manufacturer to also monitoring 
windmills as a service with the data gathered on the 
bearings, helping its customers boost turbine 
performance and profitability.”

à RE-ALLOCATION OF ACTIVITIES BETWEEN SUPPLIER AND CUSTOMER

CASE SKF



efecto

CHALLENGE:

à Innovations require convincing 
evidence of business value

WHY?



efecto VALUE OF MODERNIZATIONCASE
PAPER MACHINE 
MODERNIZATION

1 2

3



efecto

HOW are value creation opportunities 
discovered?



efecto

STEP 1:

Selecting right customers



efecto



efecto

STEP 2:

Understanding what customers do and 
how



efecto FROM CUSTOMER INSIGHT INTO 
PARTNERSHIP

The relationship between a vendor and a customer can be quite remote, if the vendor’s share of the 
customer’s purchases is not very significant. Hilti (supplying assembly parts for KONE) decided to 
invest in better understanding the elevator installation process and challenges, and to bring added 
value to KONE by innovating improvements into the process.

Hilti arranges workshops to discuss the daily routines of the technicians. Hilti also visited jobsites to 
take photos of the different stages of the installation process, and interviewed quality managers about 
the installation training key points. Their findings were summarized and connected to the strategic 
business drivers and goals for KONE (found in their annual report). Hilti recognized the installation 
efficiency as one of the biggest obstacles, and was able to demonstrate solutions based on their 
earlier analysis. 

The procurement function of KONE was involved already at the early stages of the process, but selling 
the idea was initially directed towards the country organizations. Hilti knew by experience that to get to 
the strategic agenda of the top management required local success stories, that can be replicated to 
other countries. Internal resistance was lowered by involving the procurement function already at the 
early stages of the process.

KONE was surprised by the level and impact of the analysis by an outsider. As an end result, 7 of the 
9 business units of Hilti were included in the elevator implementation processes.

Source: SAMA Pan-European Conference, 10-12 February 2008. ■

CASE
KONE & HILTI



efecto

STEP 3:

Understanding customer goals

“The only way to influence people is to understand what they want and show them how 
to get it” – Dale Carnegie



efecto
GOAL HIERARCHY



efecto TIMELY CHALLENGESThere are always 
timely & critical 
business challenges 
the customers strive 
to manage



efecto

STEP 4:

Designing value propositions



efecto

What GOAL?

Which BENEFITS?

What SOLUTION?



efecto VALUE PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT

Understand 
customer’s business 

and process
Understand 

customer’s goals

Select key customer segment

Analyze customer’s process for improvement 
opportunities

Design Value Proposition

Select ”bundle of benefits”
Differentiating

Salient

Impact on goal

Töytäri, Rajala & Nilsson-Allandt, Keränen, 2017 

Challenges

Opportunities



efecto

EXERCISE

VALUE PROPOSITION 
TEMPLATE

This template gives a handy tool for 
describing a value proposition. 

Value 
proposition
template

This tool summarizes elements of 
value communication: What goal 
do we believe the key person is 
striving for, what is our solution, 
and what benefits does the 
solution deliver?

____________,  who wants
Key stakeholder

______________________,
Stakeholder goal

______________________
Our solution 

helps

______________________,
Benefit 1

______________________,
Benefit 2

______________________.
Benefit 3



efecto GROUP ASSIGNMENT

Analyze the value proposition development process in your group:

• What is your opinion of the process?
• How would you compare the process to design thinking?
• Any observations that you would like to share?

Prepare to discuss!


